
Fly Pattern Sheet - Barr’s Bouface Streamer compliments of 2GuysFlyFishing.net

Hook: 3XL York bend Streamer
Thread: 70 to 140 Denier, black
Weight: Bead at front, brass or tungsten
Tail, an extension of the wing: Pine Squirrel 

strip, black; or Micro-rabbit strip
Body: Thread wraps
Wing: Pine Squirrel Strip, or Micro-rabbit strip
Sides: Flashabou, pearl
Collar: Marabou, black; top and bottom
Head: Dubbing, black cover the thread wraps

Notes: A small generic streamer pattern 
from John Barr (the man behind the Copper 
John nymph), this fly is designed to be tied 
in smaller sizes. A mini-Dolly Llama; use 
it when larger patterns are not appropriate 
or behind a large “attractor” streamer when 
the fish are being a bit picky.
The Bouface also makes a very good leech 
pattern for lakes. 

Slide a bead on your hook and lay a 
thread base to the rear. 
We’re using a #6 hook with a 3/16” bead. 
Note that on some hook styles (the York/
Natural in particular) will have to pinch the 
barb down to get the bead over the hook bend.

Measure the pine squirrel strip so 
that the tail is about a shank length, 
including the hair off the back of the 
hide. Part the hair and tie down to the 
top of the shank with three really tight 
wraps.

Lift the strip and lay down a solid 
thread base back to the bead. (Putting 
a little head cement along the top of the thread 
at this point will help keep the thread “body” 
from unraveling if cut by fish teeth.)

Lay the squirrel strip along the top of 
the shank and tie down with several 
firm wraps behind the bead. Cut the 
excess strip and bring your thread to 
the front of the wing.

Add two or three stands of Flashabou 
along each side. (Hint: tie in the near side 
first with wraps forward; roll the strands over 
the top and tie in the far side with wraps to the 
rear.) Trim the Flashabou to no longer 
than the tail.

Measure the marabou to be 
approximately 1/2 the wing length. 
Tie a tip in on the top and on the 
bottom. This will distribute the fibers 
around the shank to create the collar.

Trim off the butt ends of the marabou 
and bind down with firm wraps. Dub 
a head of fur, fibers, or marabou over 
the exposed thread wraps. (We’re using 
a black dubbing that has a bit of flash mixed in.)

Half-hitch and whip finish behind the 
bead. Cut your thread and pick out 
some the fibers from the head to give 
it some shag. 
(We used Velcro to touch-pick out, and brush 
back the longer fibers.)

Please feel free to share this Fly Pattern Sheet with your friends.  For additional patterns visit 2GuysFlyFishing.net

Select a marabou feather that has 
short even fibers off the tip. (The best 
for this type of use usually have a thick stem 
which is fine as we use just the tip. Shown is 
a feather with the lower fibers pulled away to 
show the “sweet spot”.)


